EXCEL IN YOUR LEADERSHIP
In today’s complex organizations, the skillful handling of interpersonal and team dynamics has become a
vital quality among leaders. The CoResolve Program increases leaders’ capacity to succeed in turbulent
times by offering practical tools for working with the diversity of perspectives and people.

DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR?
• Are you or your team members having a difficult time with timely decision-making?
• Is your organization or community experiencing resistance to change?
• Does it feel like your team members are working against each other instead of with each other?
• Are some of your stakeholders disengaged or disinclined to work with you?
• Are you struggling to build a relaxed environment of innovation and collaboration?

MEET THESE CHALLENGES BY DEVELOPING SKILLS IN
Resolving Conflicts
One-on-One

Running Effective Team
Meetings

Interfacing with Clients

THE BASIS OF THE TRAINING
CoResolve is based on the Lewis method of Deep Democracy developed in post-apartheid South
Africa and practiced in over 20 countries around the world. Deep Democracy is a facilitation
methodology particularly useful for resolving relationship and group dynamics that are emotionally
charged or marked by diversity and difference. In CoResolve we have honed these tools specifically for
manager and leaders. CoResolve gives you the theoretical background, instructions, experiential
learning opportunities, and long term support that you need to begin using the most powerful and
essential tools of Deep Democracy in your leadership.

Leigh Anne Albert

Wanda Everts

Senior Manager at MAC Consulting
Johannesburg, South Africa

Everts Mediation & Coaching
Zwolle, Netherlands

“I was experiencing a conflictual situation with
a colleague on my team. Our director held a meeting
and told us that we were going to use some Deep
Democracy techniques. We had about a 45-minute
discussion breaking down the issues and identifying the
problems. He followed the techniques to the T. It was
actually one of the more stressful work situations I’ve had
in a while. Although I felt a little raw, it was a safe
environment. I have a fabulous relationship with
my colleague now and we work well together. The
session was very effective.”

“In my law career, I experienced very often that
people said yes, but did no. In other words, they would
say yes on stage, but behind the curtains, it was “no
way”. That does a lot of damage to communication and
relationships. But being able to do as you say you will
do, and to really find out what is needed to be good for
what you say—that’s very important to me,
professionally, and that’s what Deep Democracy has
really added for me: making certain that a yes really will
be a yes in practice.”

Leslie Westray
Pamela Venables
Director at Cole, Port & Woollon Limited
Swindon, United Kingdom
“The evidence of effectiveness of my use of Deep
Democracy in my project management role is
abundant. All of the my projects are interdisciplinary,
multi-stakeholder and multi-country. They are all
delivered on-time, exactly what the customers wanted
and come with little sense of tension or conflict. I know
that this is a cause and effect relationship because
Deep Democracy is the technique that I use, and I use
it all the time.”

HOD & Manager of Structural Design
Division for DRA Global
Johannesburg, South Africa
“Deep democracy tools are useful in client meetings,
and attaining contracts from clients. As opposed to
simply discussing superficial issues, we use deep
democracy to diffuse tension in the room, and also to
understand why a client might not want a contract with
our company. By listening to potential client concerns,
we can proactively address any issues, show the
potential client that they have their best interests at
heart, and broker a successful deal.”

Georgina Veldhorst
Fred Witteveen
National Director at World Vision
Islamabad, Pakistan
“Deep Democracy (Lewis Method) has offered an
approach unlike any other and has proved invaluable. It
is one of the toolkits that can be applied in a variety of
contexts, from ordinary organizational issues through to
highly complex and contentious community issues. We
have used it extensively within urban and rural
development contexts.”

Senior Director
at Local Health Integration Network
Markham, Ontario
“I have used Deep Democracy to facilitate an internal
strategic planning process. There were 15 people at
the table and I facilitated on my own. Just the vision
could have taken us hours, but to our delight we
finished the strategic plan in that session. We used the
tools to get us to work through things we would have
never got agreement on. Once we got into it, it was
quick. It is an efficient way of doing things.”

WHAT IS IN THIS TOOLKIT
Lens for Understanding
Group Dynamics

Skills for Collaborative
Decision Making

•

Read the dynamics of a group,
pick up on the early signs of
resistance and emerging conflict,
and act in a timely manner to
reduce tension

•

Tackle the obstacles to good
communication and build the
foundations for shared
understanding

Tools for Resolving
Tension

•

Facilitate dynamic conversations
that unleash engagement and
creativity, while maintaining your
authority

•

Resolve differences of
opinions, arguments and
conflicts instead of allowing
anger and blaming to continue

•

Harness the power and collective
intelligence of the group by
enabling even the most quiet of
participants to express their
views

•

Use tension as an opportunity
to enhance learning and
relationships, and to unleash
the creative potential

Included in the course: 2 days of in-person instruction, custom-designed web-based platform, access to the learning
material, exercises, discussion groups and the ability to connect to other participants internationally
Optional extras: I Know Me Assessment, group coaching, individual coaching

COURSE INSTRUCTORS

Sera Thompson
Halifax NS

Sera Thompson is a social innovator and master
facilitator whose work is focused on building capacity
for participatory leadership and creating movement
around complex issues. Her work creatively engages
a diversity of players and stakeholders in finding
shared clarity and timely actions. She began her
career in the complex field of Environmental
Consulting, juggling the needs of diverse
stakeholders balancing economic, ecological and
social sustainability. Since that time she has
successfully led change with dozens of organizations
on four continents in the Public Sector, Academia,
Non-profit and Corporate sectors.

Aftab Erfan
Vancouver BC

Aftab Erfan is a scholar-practitioner working in the areas
of community development, strategic planning, diversity,
and leadership development. She has a BSc in
Environmental Sciences, a Masters and a PhD in
Planning. Aftab started her career 10 years ago within the
youth environmental movement, and has since been
employed in a large corporation, local government and
university settings as well. Her PhD dissertation
examines the use of Deep Democracy in community
planning with First Nations. She teaches at the School of
Community and Regional Planning (UBC) and consults to
private, public and non-profit organizations as the
principal of Whole Picture Thinking.

COURSE INFORMATION
Dates:

2 full days

Register:

9am to 5pm
Venue:

Across North America

Deepdemocracy.ca
Program limited to 10 participants.

Contact:

Aftab Erfan
aftab@deepdemocracy.ca

Cost:

approx. $1000/person

More Info:

http://deep-democracy.net/viewpage?page=CoResolve
Note: The trainings take place in English.

